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IS THERE NO BALM IN GILEAD?
Neal Pollard
Jeremiah asks that question rhetorically? It comes at the end of an
oracle God gave this prophet to share with his people, Judah. He
had asked if the people had turned to idolatry because God was
not in Zion (Jer. 8:19). He then ends by saying, “Is there no balm in
Gilead? Is there no physician there? Why then has not the health
of the daughter of my people been restored?” (8:22). In context,
the people were sin-sick, but the cure was available. It was not because God was unable to restore them that they were ailing, but
because they refused to seek the cure.
Certainly, today’s society mirrors this attitude of Jeremiah’s contemporaries, but this, in context, was spoken to those who had
been healed in the past. These were God’s people. Now, they were
spiritually sick and not getting better. The logical question is the
one Jeremiah asked—“Why not?” When we are sick with sinful
habits, lifestyles, attitudes, and speech, why don’t we turn to God
for the cure?


Sometimes, we are oblivious to our symptoms. Paul speaks of
some who are “past feeling” (Eph. 4:19). We can become callous to our condition and rationalize it. As long as we persist in
that state, it is as if there is no balm.



Sometimes, we look elsewhere for the cure. Judah had her
idols, and so can we. People struggling with life turn to so
many poor substitutes to numb, deaden, and try to eliminate
the pain. Nothing can substitute for the Balm of Gilead (cf. Jer.
3:23).

ARE YOU STARVING?
Patrick Morrison
We are a blessed people to live in this land of plenty. The overwhelming majority in our nation enjoy three
solid meals every day, and likely as many snacks as you could ever want. Most of us can probably eat out
at almost any time we wish. Examine your refrigerator, your pantry, your freezer, and your cabinets. Is
there enough food there to last you a good, long while? Do you ever throw out uneaten food because it
has spoiled before eating or you have had it so long that you are afraid to eat it? I doubt that most of us
have ever known what it is to be hungry. Oh, I know we have all felt the discomfort of hunger pangs from
not having eaten for a few hours. Maybe you have even said something like, “I’m starving to death,” or,
“I’m so hungry I could eat a horse,” or, “I’m famished.” These hyperboles are even more exaggerated
when you consider that many of us have likely never even gone a day without food (with perhaps the exceptions of medical causes or choice). How do you describe something that you have never really experienced?
Jesus introduced us to the nature of the kingdom and those who would be part of it in the great Sermon
on the Mount. As he laid down the requirements for entrance, he stated, “Blessed are those who hunger
and thirst for righteousness, for they shall be filled” (Matt.5:6). The word translated “hunger” carries with
it the idea of laboring for daily sustenance. Here is one who is in abject poverty, absolutely destitute of
even basic necessities. Can you imagine the hunger that one in such a condition as this would know?
Some of those listening to the words of the Savior may very well have known true hunger and thirst. After
all, it was the poorer (“common”) people who were more receptive of the message. They were searching
for something that they could hope for, and Jesus brought them hope through the gospel. They were
searching for joy in a life filled with trials and tribulations, and they found it in the Messiah. Those who
were hungry, truly hungry, to do what was right would find fullness. This being “filled” carries with the
idea of being gorged, stuffed.
Try to envision the level of hunger and thirst that Jesus is trying to impress upon us. One who doesn’t
know where his next meal will come from will likely devour whatever food may be available at the time.
Even a meager meal may seem like a banquet. He will eat until he can eat no more. Imagine being so
parched from lack of drink that you are at the point of death. I’m not talking about your mouth just
getting a bit dry. I’m not speaking of daydreaming about that next break when you can grab an ice-cold
glass of sweet tea. Here is a man that is so thirsty that he is delirious. He wishes death would end his
suffering if he does not find a refreshing drink soon. One so thirsty would drink himself sick if he were to
stumble upon an oasis. Are we truly starving for the righteousness of God? Are we so desperate for hope
and joy that we are willing to turn to the only one who can fill us? To the spiritually famished and parched
soul, there is only one thing that can satisfy. This is the beauty of the gospel. Only God and his word can
lead us from despair to the fullness of hope and joy.

HEAVEN’S GIFT TO MAN
(2 Peter 1:19-21)
I. Our _________________.
A. The phrase “we have” literally means “we ____________”.
B. Peter, James, and John were granted a great _______________.

C. The ______________ given these men more __________ proved the Old Testament
prophecies of the Messiah.
D. These things are ____________ to us in the Bible.
II. Our ________________.
A. We need to pay ______________ to the this word.
B. This is a payment many are not ______________.

1. It’s really an ________________.
2. Every time we read this word, we are gaining ______________.
C. Look around at the _____________ of Christians.
1. If we do read it, many of us are ______________ what we read.
2. _____________ and ______________ don’t lie.
III. The _______________.

A. The purpose is to shine a _____________ in a dark ______________.
1. The word literally means, “_____________, _____________”.
2. Refers to a filthy and dark ______________.
B. The daystar is a reference to _____________.
IV. The _______________.
A. “_____________ things _____________”.

B. No prophecy sprang _____________ from the mind of the prophet himself.
C. These men were ___________ along by the Holy Spirit.
D. We are reading something from the ____________ of God.

